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A B S T R A C T 

The gravitational wave (GW) signals from the Galactic population of cataclysmic variables (CVs) have yet to be carefully 

assessed. Here, we estimate these signals and e v aluate their significance for Laser Interferometer Space Antenna ( LISA ). First, 
we find that at least three known systems are expected to produce strong enough signals to be individually resolved within 

the first four years of LISA ’s operation. Secondly, CVs will contribute significantly to the LISA Galactic binary background, 
limiting the mission’s sensitivity in the relevant frequency band. Third, we predict a spike in the unresolved GW background at 
a frequency corresponding to the CV minimum orbital period. This excess noise may impact the detection of other systems near 
this characteristic frequenc y. F ourth, we note that the excess noise spike amplitude and location associated with P min ∼ 80 min 

can be used to measure the CV space density and period bounce location with complementary and simple GW biases compared 

to the biases and selection effects plaguing samples selected from electromagnetic signals. Our results highlight the need to 

explicitly include the Galactic CV population in the LISA mission planning, both as individual GW sources and generators of 
background noise, as well as the exciting prospect of characterising the CV population through their GW emission. 

Key w ords: gravitational w aves – cataclysmic variables – galaxy: stellar content. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he Laser Interferometer Space Antenna ( LISA ; Amaro-Seoane et al.
017 ) is a space-based gra vitational wa ve (GW) detector due to
aunch in 2037. LISA will be sensitive to signals in the frequency
ange 10 −5 Hz � f � 10 −1 Hz, allowing it to detect GWs produced
y Galactic compact binary systems among several other source
lasses including coalescing supermassive black hole binaries (e.g.
lein et al. 2016 ; Bellovary et al. 2019 ), extreme mass ratio inspirals

e.g. Berti, Cardoso & Will 2006 ; Barack & Cutler 2007 ), and
osmological GW backgrounds (Bartolo et al. 2016 ; Caprini et al.
016 ). 
The binary stars LISA is sensitive to are those with orbital periods

anging from minutes to hours. Among the ultra-compact binaries
onsisting of two stellar remnants, the AM CVn systems are ultra-
ompact binaries in which a white dwarf (WD) accretes material
rom a fully or partially electron-degenerate companion (e.g. another

D). AM CVn stars have orbital periods in the range 5 min � P orb 

 65 min, near the ‘sweet-spot’ of LISA ’s sensiti vity curve. Se veral
M CVn systems have been identified as so-called LISA verification
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inaries (Kupfer et al. 2018 , 2023 ) as their GW amplitude, and
onsequently characteristic strain, are strong enough to be resolvable
y LISA within the first four years of operation. AM CVn stars are
art of a larger Galactic population of ultra-compact binaries that
ncludes, for example, detached double-degenerate systems. Some
f these will be detectable individually with LISA (e.g. Burdge et al.
020 ), but the population as a whole is expected to give rise to
 broad-band, unresolved GW signal between ≈10 −4 Hz–10 −2 Hz,
hich will limit the mission’s sensitivity to other GW sources in this
and (Nelemans, Yungelson & Portegies Zwart 2001 ; Ruiter et al.
010 ; Nissanke et al. 2012 ; Korol et al. 2017 ; Lamberts et al. 2019 ;
rei vik et al. 2020a ; Brei vik, Mingarelli & Larson 2020b ; Korol,
elokurov & Toonen 2022 ; Thiele et al. 2023 ). 
Given the effort that has been expended on predicting the GW

ignals produced by AM CVn stars and detached double degenerates
both individually and as a population – it is somewhat surprising

hat their close cousins, cataclysmic variables (CVs), have not
eceived much attention in this context. CVs are compact binary
ystems in which a WD accretes material from a hydrogen-rich
ain-sequence or sub-stellar donor star that fills its Roche lobe.
heir orbital periods lie in the range 75 min � P orb � 1 d (0.02 mHz
 f GW 

� 0.44 mHz), part of which still falls into the LISA band.
erhaps more importantly, the space density of CVs is much higher
© The Author(s) 2023. 
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Figure 1. The orbital period distribution of CVs as reported by Pala et al. 
( 2020 ) within 150 pc (orange line). Also shown is the simulated orbital period 
distribution within 1 kpc (green line). 
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han that of AM CVn stars. The best current space density estimates
re ρCV = 4 . 8 + 0 . 8 

−0 . 6 × 10 −6 pc −3 (Pala et al. 2020 ) and ρAM 

= 5 ± 3
10 −7 pc −3 (Carter et al. 2013 ) for CVs and AM CVn systems,

espectively. This will cause an elevated background of signals in the 
ele v ant frequency range. 

The secular evolution of CVs is driven by angular momentum 

oss (AML) that initially shrinks the binary orbit, reduces the 
rbital period, and keeps the donor in contact with its Roche 
obe. As the donor e volves do wn the main-sequence during this
 volution, it is dri ven slightly out of thermal equilibrium and
ecomes o v ersized for its mass. Two AML mechanisms are known
o be important in driving CV evolution: magnetic braking (MB) 
nd gravitational radiation (GR). MB refers to AML associated 
ith a magnetized wind from the donor star (e.g. Verbunt & 

waan 1981 ; Rappaport, Verbunt & Joss 1983 ). Since the donor’s
pin is synchronized with the binary orbit, this ultimately drains 
ngular momentum from the binary as a whole. By contrast, GR-
riven AML is directly associated with the emission of GWs 
e.g. Peters 1964 ). 

Here, we briefly outline important characteristics in the observed 
V population and how these observations translate to theoretical 
xplanations for CV evolution. We refer the reader to Knigge, 
araffe & Patterson ( 2011 ) for a more detailed discussion. The
rbital period distribution of CVs contains two distinctive features, 
s illustrated in Fig. 1 . First, there is an obvious dearth of CVs in the
rbital ‘period gap’ between 2 hr � P orb � 3 hr. Secondly, there is
 ‘period spike’ near the minimum orbital period of P min � 80 min
e.g. G ̈ansicke et al. 2009 ). Both of these features are associated with
hanges in the structure of the donor star. When a CV reaches the
pper edge of the period gap at ≈3 hr, its donor is thought to become
ully conv ectiv e. Such stars cannot support the roughly dipolar 
agnetic fields found in partially radiative stars, since those fields 

re anchored in the tachocline (the interface between the radiative 
nd conv ectiv e zone). As a result, the magnetic field topology of
he donor must change at this point, and it is thought that MB-
riven AML is also severely reduced. This causes a temporary loss
f contact, allowing the donor to shrink back to its main sequence
MS) radius. The system then evolves through the period gap as a
etached binary until the AML due to GR (and perhaps also due to
esidual MB or other mechanisms) has shrunk the orbit sufficiently 
or contact to be re-established. Mass transfer then resumes at the 
ower edge of the gap. 
Below the period gap, the thermal time-scale of the donor increases 
ignificantly faster than the mass-loss time-scale. This causes the 
onor’s mass–radius index, dln R /dln M , to evolve from a near-
hermal equilibrium value of ζ th � 1 towards the adiabatic value 
f ζ ad = −1/3, where mass-loss occurs at a faster rate than the radius
an respond. Ho we ver, the geometry of a semidetached binary system 

mplies that the donor must also satisfy an orbital period – density
elation. It is easy to show from this that the orbital period must start
o increase again once the mass–radius index of the donor reaches
= 1/3 (see e.g. Knigge et al. 2011 ). In practice, this happens at
 min � 80 min and roughly coincides with the transition of the donor

rom a stellar to a sub-stellar object which is no longer fusing in its
ore. The period minimum is expected – and observed – to coincide 
ith a pile-up in the CV period distribution, the so-called ‘period

pik e’ (G ̈ansick e et al. 2009 ). 
Given their relatively high space density and the distinctive nature 

f their period distribution, CVs merit a close look as potential GW
ources for LISA . We are aware of only two earlier attempts to do
his. First, Hils, Bender & Webbink ( 1990 ) included CVs as one of
he six types of Galactic binary systems for which they estimated
W signals. They found them to be a significant, but sub-dominant
opulation compared to W UMa stars and ‘close WD binaries’ (they
id not explicitly consider semi-detached – i.e. AM CVn systems –
s part of the latter group). Secondly, Meliani, de Araujo & Aguiar
 2000 ) explicitly considered CVs as a population of interest for LISA .
hey predicted the GW signals for systems in a catalogue of CVs
vailable at the time, finding that some of these ought to be detectable
y the mission. 
Since these pioneering studies were published, our understanding 

f the Galactic CV population – and also our understanding of LISA
s a GW detector – has impro v ed significantly. F or e xample, Gaia
as pro vided parallax es for almost all of the closest CVs. This has
ade it possible to construct the first (nearly) volume-limited sample 

f CV. Similarly, our ability to estimate system parameters – notably 
omponent masses – for CVs in which those parameters have not 
et been directly measured is also on considerably firmer ground 
Knigge 2006 ; Knigge et al. 2011 ; Sa v oury et al. 2011 ; Carter et al.
013 ). Finally, the LISA mission concept is now sufficiently advanced 
and supported by well-tested numerical tools – to allow a careful 
 v aluation of potential GW source populations as viable targets for
ISA (e.g. Wagg, Breivik & de Mink 2022a , b ; Littenberg & Cornish
023 ). The goal of our work here is to leverage these impro v ements
o predict the GW signals produced by the Galactic CV population
nd to assess if and how they will be detectable by LISA . 

 CONSTRUCTI NG  A  M O C K  C V  POPULATIO N  

he first volume limited of CVs was selected using parallax mea-
urements provided by Gaia was released by Pala et al. ( 2020 ).
he sample consists of 42 CVs within 150 pc and is estimated by

hem to be ≈75 per cent complete. Fig. 1 shows the orbital period
istribution for these 42 systems in both cumulative (dotted orange 
urve) and differential forms (thick orange curve). 

We generate mock CV samples whose distributions of orbital 
eriods are consistent with that of the intrinsic CV population, 
ut which are not restricted to the set of 42 measured values. We
equire that the mock samples respect the period minimum near 
 min � 80 min and the period gap between 2 hr � P orb � 3 hr

e.g. Knigge 2006 ; G ̈ansicke et al. 2009 ). Both of these well-known
eatures are present in the Pala et al. ( 2020 ) 150 pc sample. We have
pproximated the observed cumulative distribution with a simple 
MNRASL 525, L50–L55 (2023) 
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1 LEGWORK is a Python package designed to compute analytical estimates of 
GW signals for stellar-mass sources with mHz frequencies. Documentation 
and source code can be accessed at https://legwork.readthedocs.io/. 
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nalytical function: 

 DF ( x ) = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

0 P orb < 76 . 78 min , 

1 . 98 

(
x 1 + x 3 / 4 1 
1 + x 1 + x 2 1 

)
76 . 78 min ≤ P orb ≤ 2 . 10 hr , 

0 . 834 2 . 10 hr < P orb < 3 . 09 hr , 

0 . 26 

(
x 2 + x 3 / 4 2 
1 + x 2 + x 2 2 

)
+ 0 . 834 3 . 09 hr ≤ P orb ≤ 10 . 58 hr , 

1 P orb > 10 . 58 hr 

, (1) 

here x = log 10 ( P orb,m 

), x 1 = x − 1.885, x 2 = x − 2.269, and P orb,m 

s the orbital period expressed in minutes. We generate mock orbital
eriods from this via inversion sampling, i.e. by generating R ∼ U (0,
), a uniformly distributed random number between zero and unity,
nd then choosing P orb such that CDF ( x ) = R . 

Pala et al. ( 2020 ) have used their 150 pc sample to investigate
he intrinsic properties of the Galactic CV population, and, more
pecifically, to estimate the space density of CVs. Taking into account
he missing systems due to completeness, the space density is found
o be ρ0 � 4.8 × 10 −6 pc −3 in the solar neighbourhood. This estimate
s based on the assumption that the CV population follows an
xisymmetric Galactic disc profile of the form 

= ρ0 exp 

(
−| z| 

h 

)
, (2) 

here the CV population scale height h is taken to be 280 pc and
 is the distance abo v e the Galactic plane. In reality, the scale
eight h may increase for older CV systems which have shorter
rbital periods. Ho we ver, the local CV population does not allo w
nference of h ( P orb ) due to relatively low numbers of observed CVs.
ev ertheless, P ala et al. ( 2020 ) quote different space density values

or different scale height assumptions, which are all found to be
ithin a factor of 2. Here, we employ the quoted canonical space
ensity measurement of ρ0 = 4.8 × 10 −6 pc −3 and a scale height of
 = 280 pc. 
All but one of the CV systems in the Pala et al. ( 2020 )

ample have known orbital periods. The only exception is Gaia
154008.28 −392917.6, which is thought to be a WZ Sge-like system.
e therefore set its orbital period to 81 min, close to P min . For

implicity, we adopt an accretor mass of m 1 = 0 . 75 M � for all
ystems and assign the corresponding donor mass m 2 based on
he revised evolutionary track from Knigge et al. ( 2011 ) and the
bserved orbital period. We correct for the incompleteness of the Pala
t al. ( 2020 ) 150 pc sample by simulating systems that are distributed
o follow the same space distribution. The orbital periods of these
dditional CVs are drawn from the period distribution described by
quation ( 1 ). Component masses are assigned in an identical way as
or the observed systems. 

Fig. 1 shows the orbital period of our 1 kpc mock population
hich includes the Pala et al. ( 2020 ) sample in solid teal lines. The

umulative distribution function of the 1 kpc mock population is
hown with the black dotted line. 

 G R A  V I TAT I O NA L  WA  V E  EMISSION  F RO M  

ATAC LY S M I C  VARIABLES  

hether a binary is detectable by LISA depends on the GW amplitude
f each source, which, when av eraged o v er the LISA constellation
rbit, and the system’s orbital inclination, depends on the masses
f the binary components, the orbital period, and the distance to the
ource. The GW frequency for a CV (and circular binaries in general)
s given by 

 = 2 /P orb , (3) 
NRASL 525, L50–L55 (2023) 
ith P orb being the binary’s orbital period and f being the GW
requency. The GW amplitude is given by 

 = 

2( G M ) 5 / 3 

c 4 d 
( πf ) 2 / 3 , (4) 

here G and c are the gravitational constant and speed of light,
espectively and d is the distance to the binary. The chirp mass M is
efined as 

 = 

( m 1 m 2 ) 3 / 5 

( m 1 + m 2 ) 1 / 5 
(5) 

or component masses m 1 and m 2 . 
Since CVs emit at f GW 

< 1 mHz , their orbital evolution occurs on
ong enough time-scales that LISA is unlikely to observ e an y changes
o the GW frequency of an y giv en source. This means that the total
ignal-to-noise (SNR) ratio can be approximated as 

NR = 

A 

√ 

T obs √ 

S n 
, (6) 

here T obs is the observation duration, A 

√ 

T obs is the amplitude spec-
ral density (ASD), and S n is the power spectral density sensitivity
f LISA . 
The analytical SNR approximation abo v e pro vides a solid rule of

humb for detectability of a single system, but does not capture the
ffects of signal confusion from the Galactic population of close,
etached double white dwarfs (DWD) binaries, nor the impact of
ach CV’s inclination or the effects of the LISA constellation orbit.
n this work, we use LEGWORK 

1 to compute analytical SNR estimates
alues for both the known and simulated CV populations as discussed
elow (Wagg et al. 2022a , b ). 
In order to determine how much the 1 kpc CV population

ontributes to the Galactic GW foreground for LISA , we must include
he effects of the Galactic double WD population as well as the LISA
onstellation orbit. We do this using LDASOFT (Littenberg et al. 2020 ).
or this study, we use the same Galactic population as was used
or the LDC2a-v1 data set provided by the LISA Data Challenges
LDCs; Le Jeune & Babak 2022 ) which consists of both detached
nd interacting double WD binaries. We consider two population
ases, one which contains only the double WD binaries from the
DC and one which adds our 1 kpc mock population of CVs before
odelling the LISA response to the combined signal of each Galactic

inary after four years of operations. Together, these two simulations
llow us to capture the effects of considering the 1 kpc CV population
n the Galactic foreground. 

From the simulated data, we estimate the noise level by analysing
he LISA time domain interferometry ‘ A’ channel. W e fit for the
ariance of the frequency domain residual after removing resolvable
inaries from the simulation, determine which of the remaining
ources exceed the detection threshold based on the updated esti-
ate of the noise level, and iterate until the detectable population

onverges. In the LISA literature, this residual foreground is often
eferred to as ‘confusion’ noise because it arises from the combined
ignals from numerous individual sources that can not be individually
eparated. The method is similar to what is described in Karnesis et al.
 2021 ). 
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Figure 2. ASD computed assuming four years of LISA operations as a 
function of GW frequency. The corresponding LISA instrument noise, without 
the Galactic foreground, is shown with the dotted black line. The 150 pc Pala 
et al. ( 2020 ) sample is shown by the large orange circles, while the remaining 
simulated systems within 150 pc are shown in orange. Green dots show the 
simulated 1 kpc CV population using the inferred Pala et al. ( 2020 ) space 
density. 
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 RESULTS  

e first assess the detectability of the populations constructed in 
ection 2 by calculating the ASD assuming a 4 yr observation 
uration for each indi vidual CV as sho wn in Fig. 2 . The 150 pc
imulated population is shown in orange filled points with the 
bserv ed P ala et al. ( 2020 ) systems highlighted with black borders.
he 1 kpc simulated population is shown in teal filled points and the
ISA instrument noise curve from Robson, Cornish & Liu ( 2019 ),
ithout the detached DWD confusion noise, is shown by the black 
otted line. Although several systems are found to lie close to 
he conventionally adopted LISA sensitivity limit, three systems in 
articular attain a signal-to-noise detection > 4 σ . Unsurprisingly, 
hese are the three closest systems, namely WZ Sge, VW Hyi, and
X Hya. 
It is also interesting to note that there may be the possibility of

etecting other CV systems through their GW emission which have 
een missed due to electromagnetic detection biases and not included 
n the current 150 pc volume-limited sample. In our simulated 150 pc 
opulation, which represents a single statistical realisation, we find 
2 CVs in addition to the 42 systems included in the Pala et al.
 2020 ) catalogue. Of those 12, the CV with the largest ASD has a
istance of 65 pc and a GW frequency f GW 

= 0 . 26 mHz . This system
s likely an outlier, but is consistent with our adopted space density
nd orbital period distribution. Perhaps, more important are the CVs 
ith distances beyond 100 pc that have orbital periods near P min , thus

iding in their GW detection while having dimmer EM signatures 
ue to the low mass of the donor star. This population could aid in
roviding tighter constraints on the local space density of the CV
opulation. Finally, we note that it is almost certainly impossible 
or LISA to observe any orbital evolution for any of the individually
esolved CVs based on the models of Knigge et al. ( 2011 ). A lack of
n observed orbital evolution will also limit a distance measurement 
r precise sky position. This is in stark contrast to AM CVn systems
e.g. Nelemans, Yungelson & Portegies Zwart 2004 ; Kremer et al. 
017 ; Breivik et al. 2018 ) and suggests that the bulk of the scientific
eturn for the CV population will come from observations of its
ontribution to the LISA confusion foreground. 

Given the high space density of CVs within 1 kpc and lack of
otential to observe the orbital evolution of any individual source, 
t is instructive to evaluate the impact of this population of the
ISA confusion noise. Fig. 3 shows the GW noise profile and
onfusion obtained from LDASOFT (Littenberg et al. 2020 ) for the
wo simulations of the Galactic population of detached DWDs 
iscussed in Section 2 . Since, LDASOFT analyses each of the time-
elay interferometry channels in the LISA data stream, we consider 
he ASD from the A channel only . Specifically , Fig. 3 shows the ASD
rom the A channel of the simulated data (dark grey), the residual
fter all resolvable binaries have been remo v ed from the data (light
rey), the confusion noise level from the LDC population (orange) 
nd the excess confusion noise from the CV population (green). The
ifference between the blue and the orange curve is the contribution
o the LISA foreground signal due to unresolved CVs. Interestingly, 
e note that there are O(10 2 ) resolvable CVs in this mock population,

s indicated by the difference between the dark and light grey traces
t frequencies where the CV noise dominates. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

W astronomy holds huge promise, but our ability to correctly 
nterpret GW observations is heavily reliant on our understanding 
f unresolved background and foreground GW signals. This is 
articularly important for detecting individual GW signals in the 
ow signal-to-noise regime. In this Letter, we consider whether 
Vs will contribute significantly to the GW foreground and/or the 
opulation of individually detectable GW sources for upcoming GW 

bservatories such as LISA TianQin (Luo et al. 2016 ), and the Lunar
ravitational Wave Antenna (Harms et al. 2021 ). 
Focusing on LISA, we find that several of the closest CVs should

e indi vidually resolv able by LISA within the first four years of
perations. In addition, we show that the GW foreground produced by 
he Galactic CV population will significantly contribute to the LISA 

ission sensitivity. More specifically, we predict a characteristic 
W noise excess that rises above the currently Galactic binary 
opulations currently included in LISA sensitivity calculations in 
he ≈0.2–0.4 mHz GW range. 

The excess GW noise produced by CVs is directly related their
igh space density and exhibits a specific form. As CVs evolve
owards short orbital periods, they ‘pile-up’ towards the so called 
rbital period minimum near P min � 80 min. As a result, the GW
oise excess produced by CVs increases towards the corresponding 
W frequency, f max = 2/ P min � 0.4 mH, but then drops sharply for

requencies abo v e this limit. The distinctiv e shape of this feature
hould allow its detection and characterization among other sources 
f GW noise. Its amplitude will then immediately allow a new and
obust estimate of the Galactic CV space density, without the biases
hat affect all electromagnetically selected CV samples. 

An important point in this context is that the CV period gap itself
s largely just an electromagnetic bias. As discussed in Section 1 , the
pper edge of the gap is thought to be associated with the transition
f the donor star from partially radiative to fully conv ectiv e. This
auses a sharp reduction in the strength of MB and ultimately leads
o a total loss of contact. Systems then evolve through the gap as
etached binaries due to GR and perhaps residual MB until contact
s re-established at the lower edge of the gap. Thus an ‘empty’ period
ap exists only in the population of actively mass-transferring CVs. 
he orbital period interval between � 2 hrs and � 3 hrs will contain
MNRASL 525, L50–L55 (2023) 
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M

Figure 3. ASD of the TDI A channel (ASD A ) of simulated LISA data containing a galactic population of WD binaries and the 1 kpc sample of CVs after four 
years of observations. Dark grey is the original simulated data, light grey is the residual data after removal of detectable binaries, green is the fit to the residual 
noise level, and orange is the fit to the residual noise level for simulations that do not include the CV population. The CVs produce a clearly identifiable bump 
in the residual noise spectrum and yield O(10 2 ) resolvable sources. 
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lenty of detached WD-MS binaries, including many systems that
sed to be CVs (and will become CVs again). 
The orbital period distribution of all WD-MS binaries is neverthe-

ess likely to exhibit discontinuities near the edges of the CV period
ap, since the rate of period evolution is different for detached and
emi-detached systems. This is the main reason we have chosen
ot to include detached systems in our simulations. Ho we ver, since
he evolution of detached WD–MS binaries is driven solely by GR
nd MB – without the complicating effects of non-conservative mass
ransfer – the observed period distribution of this sub-population will
rovide a critical test for theoretical binary evolution models (and
specially for different MB prescriptions). 

We further point out that GW observations of CVs may help in
nderstanding the processes behind the origin of the ‘period gap’
n CVs. This feature is thought to be a result of donor stars in CVs
emporarily relaxing back to thermal equilibrium (due to becoming
ully conv ectiv e) and ceasing mass transfer. Ho we ver, these systems
ill have to evolve through the period gap. Knigge et al. ( 2011 )

uggests that the time-scale of evolution through this gap is ≈1 Gyr,
hich in context is longer than the evolution time-scale of long-
eriod CVs, but shorter than the evolution time-scale of systems
elo w the gap. GW observ ations with LISA may provide constraints
n the number of systems within the period gap. This in turn could
onstrain the orbital period deri v ati ve of CVs within this elusive
eriod range, and place this in the wider evolutionary context of CVs
bo v e and below the gap where the structure of the donor star is
hought to be very different. 

To conclude, the prospect of studying the CV population with LISA
nd other low-frequency GW observatories is exciting for both testing
onventional hypotheses on CV evolution but also to characterize and
isco v er new CVs. 
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